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Strategies for the improvement of quasiaxisymmetric stellarator configurations are explored.
Calculations of equilibrium flux surfaces for candidate configurations are also presented. One
optimization strategy is found to generate configurations with improved neoclassical confinement,
simpler coils with lower current density, and improved flux surface quality relative to previous
designs. The flux surface calculations find significant differences in the extent of islands and
stochastic regions between candidate configurations.~These calculations do not incorporate the
predicted beneficial effects of perturbed bootstrap currents.! A method is demonstrated for removing
low order islands from candidate configurations by relatively small modifications of the
configuration. One configuration is identified as having particularly desirable properties for a
proposed experiment. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1351826#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on recent advances in quasiaxis
metric stellarator design that have led to significantly i
proved predicted performance. The advances have eme
from a continuing design study for the National Compa
Stellarator Experiment~NCSX! that has targeted compa
stellarator configurations with good transport and stabi
properties, with quasiaxisymmetry1,2 used to obtain good
drift trajectories. Previous papers have reported on confi
rations that have emerged from this study.3–6 The work de-
scribed in this paper has advanced the study in two m
respects:~1! two strategies for further configuration improv
ment have been explored, leading to an examination of
types of quasiaxisymmetric stellarator configurations wh
physics properties we have not previously studied;~2! the
requirement of good equilibrium flux surfaces has now be
added as a design objective, and the flux surfaces have
evaluated with the PIES three-dimensional equilibriu
code.7

Throughout this paper, recently generated quasiaxis
metric ~QA! configurations will be compared with an earli

*Paper UI1 1, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 288 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: reiman@pppl.gov
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reference QA configuration denoted Configuration C82.5 The
plasma boundary shape of Configuration C82 is shown
Fig. 1, and itsi profile is shown in Fig. 2. The configuratio
combines many of the desirable features of drift-optimiz
stellarators with those of advanced tokamaks. As in ot
drift-optimized stellarators, an underlying symmetry pro
erty of the magnetic field is used to provide good drift tr
jectories. In QA stellarators, the drift trajectories look lik
those in a tokamak, and the bootstrap current is also com
rable to that in a tokamak. The studies of Configuration C
used a bootstrap-like current profile adopted from the ARI
advanced tokamak studies,9 and they also adopted the AR
IES pressure profile. As in advanced tokamaks, the cen
region of Configuration C82 has reversed shear,dq/dr,0,
corresponding todi/dr.0(i51/q). Unlike advanced toka-
maks, Configuration C82 takes advantage of the extern
generated rotational transform to extend the reversed s
region across the entire cross section. One advantage oi8
.0 is that it is predicted to confer stability to neoclassic
tearing modes.10

Configuration C82 is calculated to be stable to balloo
ing modes, external kink modes, and vertical modes at ab of
4%. Ballooning stability is produced by axisymmetric com
ponents of shaping, like those used in advanced tokam
designs. The strong axisymmetric shaping is a unique fea
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2084 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Reiman et al.
relative to other stellarator designs. Unlike advance to
maks, the external kink mode is passively stabilized in C
figuration C82 by a combination of externally generat
shear and a stabilizing three-dimensional corrugation of
plasma boundary.~Because of their hollow current profile
advanced tokamaks require a close-fitting conducting wa
stabilize external kink modes, and they require feedback
bilization on the resistive time scale of the conducting wa!
Having stabilized the external kink mode via thre

FIG. 1. Plasma boundary shape of Configuration c82 at poloidal cross
tions separated 20° toroidally.

FIG. 2. Rotational transform profile of Configuration c82.
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dimensional shaping, we find that the vertical mode is
bustly stable, also without need for a conducting wall
feedback stabilization.

The earlier work on Configuration C82 did not exami
the issue of equilibrium flux surfaces. Calculations repor
in this paper find substantial flux surface loss in Configu
tion C82 asb is raised to values of interest.~Although these
calculations do not include the effect of perturbed bootst
currents, which is predicted to decrease island widths10 for
i8.0.! As will be discussed in this paper, some of the r
cently generated configurations are calculated to have g
surfaces without relying on neoclassical effects. The equi
rium flux surface calculations described in this paper ha
been done using the PIES code.7 For this purpose, a numbe
of modifications have been made to the code to improve
speed, allowing it to be used to routinely evaluate candid
configurations. These modifications are described in App
dix B.

Our previous optimization studies imposed the constra
that candidate configurations fit inside an existing set of
roidal field ~TF! coils. @It was desired to reuse the Princeto
Beta Experiment~PBX!8 tokamak TF coils as part of the co
set producing the magnetic field.# This constraint was re-
moved for the study reported in this paper, allowing the e
ploration of two strategies for further configuration improv
ment that were previously precluded. This has led us t
study of the physics properties of two types of quasiaxisy
metric configurations that we have not previously examin
One strategy aims at raising the fraction of the rotatio
transform generated externally and improving vacuum m
netic well properties. An alternative strategy takes advant
of the robust vertical stability produced by our nonaxisy
metric fields to increase the elongation, and thereby raise
stability b limits. The exploration of the different types o
configurations was greatly aided by major improvements
the VMEC ~Ref. 11! code, which are described in Append
A, and by the incorporation of a recently developed fast b
looning code COBRA~Ref. 12! in the optimizer.

Section II describes our numerical configuration optim
zation tools used to evaluate the properties of candidate
figurations ~other than flux surfaces! and to generate new
configurations. Section III discusses the configuration stra
gies, resulting configurations, and their properties~other than
flux surfaces!. Recently generated configurations are d
scribed that have neoclassical confinement times about
longer than that of Configuration C82, and can be genera
by simpler sets of nonaxisymmetric coils with lower co
currents. Some of the recently generated configurations h
MHD stability b limits as high as 7%, although the existen
of flux surfaces at these values ofb remains an issue. Sectio
IV discusses equilibrium flux surfaces. Section V conta
additional detail on transport properties, flexibility, and sta
up.

II. CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION TOOLS

This section describes the numerical configuration o
mization tools used to generate candidate configurations

c-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Comparison of selected candidate configurations.

C82 383 2121 3k245b50 3k245b5

No. Periods 3 3 2 3 3
R/^a& 3.4 4.4 3.16 3 3
b 4.0% 4.1% 4.25% 5.0%a 5.5%a

Limiting instability kink ballooning both kink kink
i~0! 0.26 0.4 0.20 0.24 0.27
i(a) 0.47 0.66 0.48 0.48 0.48
i~0! vacuum 0.05 0.45 0.25 0.019 0.019
i(a) vacuum 0.29 0.49 0.31 0.28 0.27
R ~meters! 1.46 1.73 1.4 1.34 1.34
^a& 0.425 0.397 0.44 0.450 0.400
wmin 0.250 0.160 0.166 0.250 0.24
I p ~kA! 200 150 230 277 298
eh effective 1.0% 0.6% 0.4% 1.4% 1.4%
Ion confinement~ms! 18 28 25 18 18
NBI loss 23% 19% 18% 28% 27%
Coil complexity 3.11 2.05 1.71 2.74 2.79
Max current

Density (kA/cm2) 35.8 17.8 16.5 19.5 21

aStable atb57% after reoptimization.
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to evaluate their properties other than flux surfaces. The
culation of equilibrium flux surfaces is discussed in Sec.

For designing the configurations, the value ofb is speci-
fied, and an optimizer is used to adjust the values of abou
parameters specifying the shape of the plasma bounda
attain stability and to target other desired configuration pr
erties. Configuration optimization is performed using
Levenberg–Marquardt scheme to minimize an ‘‘object
function’’ which is a sum of squares of desired targets.13,5

Targets incorporated in the optimizer include: several m
sures of neoclassical transport@including a confinement time
calculated by the DKES~Ref. 14! code and an effective
ripple calculated by the Nemov–Kernbichler15 code#; the ei-
genvalue of the most unstable external kink; ballooning
genvalues calculated by the COBRA~Ref. 12! code; the de-
viation of the rotational transform from prescribed values
one or two flux surfaces; the complexity and current den
of an external current sheet constructed by the NESC
~Ref. 17! code representing a first approximation to a set
coils. In practice, the configurations obtained in this w
represent local optima in configuration space that retai
dependence on the starting point of the optimization calc
tion. Manual interaction plays a major role in choosing t
starting configurations and in adjusting the relative weig
of the desired targets. Advances in physics understan
have played a significant role in allowing us to generate c
figurations with desired properties.

The stability of ballooning, external kink, and vertic
modes has been calculated using the Terpsichore~Ref. 16!
suite of codes.20 The CAS3D code has also been used
benchmarking of kink and vertical stability calculations, a
to extend kink and vertical stability calculations to the ca
with the wall at infinity.21 A recently developed fast balloon
ing code COBRA~Ref. 12! is also used for ballooning cal
culations.

Several methods are employed to compare the trans
in different configurations. One method uses a measur
the degree of quasiaxisymmetry characterized by an effec
ar 2002 to 198.35.4.102. Redistribution subject to AI
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ripple strength,15 calculated numerically to match the 1/n
transport regime. A second method estimates ion ther
confinement times in a deuterium plasma by Monte Ca
simulation using the GTC code to simulate the full ion d
tribution function.22 For purposes of the comparison, a mod
ambipolar potentialF is used, given byeF/Ti05s, wheres
is the toroidal flux normalized to its value at the plasm
boundary. The plasma parameters have been fixed atTi0

52.14 keV,ne050.6731014, andB51.26 T. In addition to
the thermal confinement times, we have also calculated
energy losses of 40 keV H-neutral beam ions atB52 T us-
ing Monte Carlo simulations.23,24

In addition to our physics targets, we have also co
pared candidate configurations with respect to two quanti
that provide a measure of the attractiveness of the assoc
coils. For this purpose, a set of saddle coils has been c
structed for each candidate configuration. As a first step,
NESCOIL code17 is applied to calculate a sheet current on
coil winding surface external to the plasma that generates
corresponding magnetic field. The sheet current is then
cretized into a set of equally spaced coils. The coil windi
surface for this calculation is displaced uniformly by 18 c
from the plasma boundary.~The distance of 18 cm wa
deemed on engineering considerations to be a minimum
lowable displacement of the coil winding surface from t
plasma for a NCSX scale experiment.! The number of coils
in each discretized set is chosen to make the mean erro
the normal component ofB on the plasma boundary approx
mately equal to 1%.

Two quantities measuring the attractiveness of the c
have been calculated for each candidate configuration.
quantity was calculated directly from the sheet current
(fmn

2 m2/(fmn
2 m, where thefmn are the Fourier compo

nents of the scalar potential for the sheet current,m andn are
the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, and the sum is o
all of the Fourier components. This quantity has been fou
to correlate well with subjective judgment of the complex
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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of the associated coils. The quantity is included in Table I
informational purposes, but has not been used as an op
zation target in generating the configurations described h
The second quantity calculated is the maximum current d
sity in the discrete coils~for B52 T operation!. The coil
current density has been identified by engineering analys
a critical issue due to the thermal stress associated with
temperature rise. For the NCSX saddle coil design, a
current density limit of about 22 kA/cm2 has been set as
requirement to establish a threshold below which it is f
that a design solution can be engineered.

In practice, once a configuration selection has be
made, several further refinements have been introduce
the engineering design for the corresponding saddle c
including a more complicated coil winding surface that p
vides more room for configuration flexibility, and nonun
form spacing of the coils on the winding surface. Althou
these refinements modify the coil current density somew
we have found it convenient and useful to compare rela
current densities on the basis of the simplified design pro
dure described above. In addition, modular coils are a
being studied for NCSX. Although the coil compariso
were based on a set of saddle coils, it is found that the e
tence of attractive modular coil designs also strongly co
lates with the values of the two saddle coil measures.

III. CONFIGURATIONS

As outlined in the Introduction, two strategies have be
pursued for configuration improvement. The strategies l
us to two types of QA configurations that we have not p
viously studied. In this section we discuss the optimizat
strategies, the types of configurations they lead to, and
resulting properties other than flux surfaces. Flux surfa
are addressed in Sec. IV.

Table I compares key properties for selected candid
configurations that will be discussed in this section. Follo
ing the stellarator convention, we define the aspect to
R/^a&. The properties have been evaluated at the valuesb
indicated. In each case the configuration is marginally sta
at that value ofb, with the limiting instability indicated. The
values ofi at the magnetic axis and the plasma boundary
given for the full current, fullb equilibrium, and for the
vacuum stellarator field having the same boundary. For
purpose of comparing configurations of different aspect
tio, the major radii have been adjusted to keep the total v
ume fixed. The quantitieswmin and I p are, respectively, the
minimum half-width of the cross section and the total plas
current~evaluated forB'1 T!.

The earlier reference configuration C82 provides
benchmark against which we compare the new configu
tions. The neoclassical thermal confinement time in a NC
scale device based on C82 is estimated to be about 18
which is adequate but marginal for reachingb54% with the
available 6 MW of heating power. The coil current dens
poses engineering difficulties, and it is considered desira
to reduce this number.
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A. Increased i and improved magnetic well

One strategy aims at raising the fraction of the rotatio
transform generated externally and improving vacuum m
netic well properties. The interest in these goals was initia
motivated by a desire to increase the flexibility of the expe
ment. However, in pursuing these goals, it was discove
that this strategy leads to quasiaxisymmetric configurati
of a somewhat different type from C82, and that some of
configurations of this type have improved predicted perf
mance relative to that of C82. A range of configurations
this type has been explored, with aspect ratios from 3 to
edge rotational transform from 0.47 to 0.78, rotational tra
form fraction due to 3D shaping from 50% to 80%, and 2
4 periods. A 3-period and 2-period configuration of this ty
are included in Table I, denoted configurations 383 a
2121. ~Although the 2-period configuration has about t
same i as Configuration C82, its transform per period
higher, and the externally generatedi in the core is substan
tially higher.! Configuration 383 has a neoclassical confin
ment time about 50% longer than that of Configuration C
can be generated by simpler sets of nonaxisymmetric c
with lower coil currents, and has improved flux surface qu
ity relative to that of Configuration C82. The plasma boun
ary shape of configuration 383 is shown in Fig. 3, and iti
profile is shown in Fig. 4.

In practice, configurations of this type have been gen
ated by starting the optimization procedure with a stellara
vacuum field having a moderate magnetic well~typically
'4%!. Direct targeting of the magnetic well in the full cur
rent, full b configuration was not found to be effective, pro
ably because the presence of local optima prevents the
dient following algorithm used in the optimizer from movin
to these types of configurations.

An initial motivation for increasing the externally gene
atedi was the expectation that this would lead to an expe
ment that would be more flexible in terms of being able
generate a broader range ofi profiles. As we will discuss in

FIG. 3. Plasma boundary shape of Configuration 383 at poloidal cross
tions separated 20° toroidally.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Sec. V, initial flexibility studies indicate that this expectatio
is borne out. A vacuum magnetic well is also of interest
providing improved flexibility. It allows startup from a
vacuum magnetic field with predicted good MHD stabili
properties at finiteb. Configuration C82 does not have
vacuum magnetic well, and MHD stable startup scena
require some initial driven current before theb is raised.

Comparison of the boundary shapes of Configurati
C82 and 383~Figs. 1 and 3! reveals that the cross-sectio
shapes atf5p/3 are quite different. Configuration C82 ha
a roughly rectangular cross section atf5p/3. There is an
outboard indentation in this cross section that is associ
with the three-dimensional corrugation that stabilizes the
ternal kink mode in this configuration. The correspondi
cross section in Configuration 383 is pentagonal.

The isosurfaces of local shear have a somewhat diffe
structure in Configuration 383 than in C82.18 Configuration
383 has helical bands of constant local shear winding
tirely around the surface. A helical structure of this type
believed to inhibit the formation of global kink
eigenmodes.19 In Configuration C82, the helical bands a
broken in the region nearf5p/3, u50.

The increase ofi(0) eliminates the need for a seed cu
rent near the magnetic axis to generate rotational transf
there. This has allowed us to adopt a fully self-consist
bootstrap-driven current profile. Figure 5 shows t
bootstrap-consistent current profile that we use for confi
rations of this type, and the current profile with a seed c
rent, used for Configuration C82 and for the elongated c
figurations described in Sec. III B. The bootstrap-consist

FIG. 4. Rotational transform profile of Configuration 383.
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current density goes to zero at the magnetic axis. This
creases the shear generated by the plasma current, gr
reducing the shear that must be produced by the extern
generated rotational transform. The effect can be seen in
i values listed for Configurations C82 and 2121 in Table
While the total shear for Configuration 2121 is somewh
larger than that for C82, the vacuum shear is considera
smaller.

At the same time that we have adopted a bootstr
consistent current profile for the higheri(0) configurations,
we have also moved away from the ARIES pressure pro
to one that is more consistent with the stellarator datab
~Fig. 6!.

We have found that asi is increased at fixed aspect rati
the nonaxisymmetric ripple tends to increase and Merc
stability tends to deteriorate. The aspect ratio has been m
estly increased to compensate for this. For our quasiaxis
metric configurations, ballooning stability deteriorates w
increasing aspect ratio, constrainingR/^a& from increasing
very much. For a device of a given volume, the configu
tions become increasingly narrow, as measured bywmin , as
the externally generatedi is increased, increasing penetratio
of neutrals and placing a practical limit on the externa
generatedi. Another constraint on increasingi is imposed by
the increase in coil currents required to produce the lar
externally generated transform, and this was found to be
more limiting constraint for a NCSX scale device.~For
modular coil designs, the constraint comes in primar
through the increasing difficulty of reproducing the requir
field at higheri, rather than through the coil current density!

FIG. 5. Current profiles. The normalization is such thatI p51.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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While raising i we avoid profiles that have low orde
rational surfaces just inside the plasma boundary. For C
figuration 2121, as for C82,i(a) is just below 1/2. For Con-
figuration 383,i(a) is just below 2/3. We have also foun
configurations with interesting physics properties havini
entirely above 0.5, withi(a) just below 3/4, but these hav
somewhat higher coil current densities, about 40% hig
than that of Configuration 383.

Configurations 383 and 2121 both have improved n
classical confinement relative to Configuration C82, and s
stantially reduced coil complexity and coil current densi
The magnetic field produced by discrete coils, calculated
ing the free-boundary VMEC code, does not recover
physics properties of the configuration as well for Config
ration 2121 as for Configuration 383. Configuration 383
deemed more attractive at present as the basis for a ph
experiment, but the compactness of the 2-period config
tions represented by 2121 makes them a promising subje
further study.

B. Increased axisymmetric elongation

An alternative strategy for configuration improveme
takes advantage of the robust vertical stability produced
our nonaxisymmetric fields to introduce stronger axisymm
ric components of shaping, and thereby raise the stabilitb
limits. In a tokamak, it follows from Troyon scaling an
from the fact thatq scales as (11k2)/I p , wherek is the
elongation andI p is the total plasma current, that theb limit
increases with elongation as (11k2). The anomalous con

FIG. 6. Pressure profiles. The normalization is such thatp51 on axis.
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finement scales asI p , and therefore it, too, improves with
increasing elongation at fixedq. The practical limit on elon-
gation in tokamaks is imposed by vertical stability. Elo
gated tokamaks are unstable to vertical modes in the abs
of a stabilizing conducting shell, and require feedback sta
lization on theL/R time scale of the conducting shell. Fee
back stabilization becomes increasingly difficult as the el
gation is increased. Also, at sufficiently high elongation t
vertical mode becomes unstable even in the presence
perfectly conducting wall, depending on the distance of
wall from the plasma.

Although its axisymmetric elongation~1.9! is greater
than that in the Aries advanced tokamak design, Configu
tion C82 is robustly stable to vertical modes even in t
absence of a conducting shell, passively stabilized by th
dimensional effects.25 The robust stability of our configura
tions to vertical modes allows us to further increase th
elongation. Although there is no reason to believe t
tokamak-like Troyon scaling is valid for our stellarator co
figurations, we do expect kink stability to improve with in
creasing elongation because the fraction ofi generated by the
current decreases with increasing elongation. This follo
from the fact that the transform generated by a fixed to
current scales as 1/(11k2), while the magnitude of the tota
bootstrap current in our configurations increases only wea
with increasingk.

Ballooning stability is also found to improve at higherk.
A range of elongated configurations of this type w

explored with aspect ratios 3 to 5 and elongation values
2.45, and 3.0. The C82 pressure and current profiles w
retained in these studies, with the current constrained
magnitude to be that given by an axisymmetric/collision
formulation of the bootstrap current, and the collisionality s
by taking a peak temperature of 2 keV atb54%. Consistent
with other studies, the nonquasiaxisymmetric ripple w
found to decrease with increasing aspect ratio. A fixed le
of non-quasisymmetric ripple was found to be associa
with approximately a fixed aspect ratio~fixed R/^a&) as the
elongation was increased. As the elongation is increase
fixed aspect ratio and volume, the cross section beco
increasingly narrow.

Mercier and ballooning modes were found to be sta
for all configurations of this type that were studied. Theb
limits were determined by kink stability. Asb is increased in
these configurations, kink modes are driven unstable pri
rily by the increase in magnitude of the bootstrap curre
The optimizer can restabilize the kink modes at higher val
of b via three-dimensional shaping, at some cost to the n
quasisymmetric ripple~reduced quasiaxisymmetry!, to the
coil complexity, and to the magnitude of the required c
currents. The fraction of the transform generated by bo
strap current increases at higher aspect ratio, so that
stability improves at lower aspect ratio.

The parameters of two elongated configurations with d
fering b limits are listed in Table I. The configurations hav
the same aspect ratio and elongation. The neoclassica
ergy confinement time is comparable to that of C82
R/^a&53, and is about 30% higher forR/^a&54. The coil
complexity and maximum coil current density have been i
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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proved over those of Configuration C82 by targeting th
quantities in the optimizer.

Figure 7 shows the plasma boundary of one of the c
figurations, referred to as 3k245b50. The restabilization
this configuration has been demonstrated forb values as high
as 7%. In raising theb limit from 5.0% to 5.5% and then to
7%, the ripple as measured by the largest nonaxisymme
Fourier component ofB in Boozer coordinates increase
from 1.88% to 2.07% and then to 2.52%. The increase
ripple in going fromb55.0% tob55.5% had little impact
on the calculated neoclassical transport properties, as ca
seen in Table I, where there is little difference in the tab
lated properties of the two configurations.

As will be discussed in the following section, Config
ration C82 as well as the higher elongation configuratio
that have been studied have substantial flux surface los
the absence of neoclassical effects asb is raised to values o
interest.

IV. EQUILIBRIUM FLUX SURFACES

Three-dimensional magnetic fields have magnetic
lands and regions of stochastic field lines. It is desired
minimize the size of these regions in our configurations
obtain nested flux surface across at least 90% of the c
section. The design procedure that has been adopted fo
work specifies the shape of the plasma boundary, and
poses the requirement that it coincide with a flux surfa
This places a constraint on flux surface breakup, but is
adequate in itself to guarantee adequate flux surfaces.

Equilibrium flux surfaces have been evaluated using
PIES code.7 The VMEC code used to calculate thre
dimensional equilibria for our stability and transport asse
ments uses a representation of the magnetic field that
sumes nested flux surfaces. The PIES code is a th
dimensional equilibrium code that uses a gene
representation for the field, and is therefore capable of
culating islands and stochastic field line trajectories.

FIG. 7. Plasma boundary shape of Configuration 3k245b50 at poloidal c
sections separated 20° toroidally.
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though the PIES code is capable of doing free-boundary
culations, in which the currents in a set of coils is specifi
all of the calculations reported in this paper are fixed bou
ary calculations, with the shape of the outer flux surfa
specified. The calculations described in this section w
aided by modifications to the PIES code that increased
speed by about an order of magnitude, allowing the rout
application of the code to evaluate flux surfaces in candid
configurations. These modifications to the PIES code are
scribed in Appendix B.

In regions wheredi/ds.0, perturbed bootstrap curren
effects are predicted to lead to substantially decreased m
netic island widths in configurations of the type studi
here.10 This is the inverse of the neoclassical tearing mo
that has been observed in tokamak experiments. This n
classical effect is being incorporated in the PIES code,
has not been included in any of the calculations repor
here. The calculations are therefore conservative in that
calculated island widths are likely to be larger than would
observed in an experiment operated in a collisionless regi

The PIES calculations reported in this section used 1
Fourier modes, 0<m<11, 26<n<6. The calculations for
Figs. 8–11 used 60 radial zones, while that for Fig. 12 u
30 radial zones.

Figure 8 shows a Poincare plot of Configuration C82
full current, b50. Magnetic islands occupy about 10%
the cross section. The islands are more readily visible if
Poincare plot uses a polar~r,u! coordinate system, as in Fig
9. Here, the coordinater is taken to be constant on VMEC
flux surfaces, and to measure the distance of the VMEC
surface from the magnetic axis along theu50, f50 line.
The angular coordinateu is identical to the VMEC angular
coordinate. When plotted in these coordinates, the Poin
plot gives straight lines when the VMEC and PIES solutio
coincide.

Whenb is raised to 3%, the PIES calculations find tha
substantial fraction of the flux surfaces are lost~Fig. 10!. The
equilibrium solution shown is not fully converged. The out

ss
FIG. 8. Poincare plot for Configuration c82 at full current andb50.
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surfaces continue to deteriorate as the calculation progre
so that further computation is of limited interest. Flux su
face integrity is a problem for configuration c82 in the a
sence of stabilizing neoclassical effects.

Figure 11 shows the result of a PIES calculation
Configuration 383 at full current,b54.2%. The flux sur-
faces are greatly improved relative to those of Configurat
c82. The total island width is about 15%, and is domina
by a single island chain ati50.6 having poloidal mode num
ber m55 and toroidal mode numbern53.

An estimate of the likely magnitude of the improveme
from the effect of perturbed bootstrap currents was made
Configuration c82. For this purpose, an analytical calculat
was done for narrow islands in cylindrical geometry. To e
timate D8, the high m approximation was used,D8
'22m/r . To set the collisionality, a central temperature

FIG. 9. Poincare plot for Configuration c82 in VMEC coordinates, f
current andb50.

FIG. 10. Poincare plot for Configuration c82 at full current andb53%.
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2 keV was assumed, and the volume averageb was taken to
be 3.6%. It was estimated that them/n57/3 island would be
reduced by about a factor of 2 in width.

The fact that the flux surface loss in configuration 383
dominated by a single island chain suggests that this ca
further improved by adjusting the amplitude of the corr
sponding resonant Fourier mode in the specification of
boundary shape. This has been demonstrated as follows
algorithm has been implemented which makes small adj
ments in the boundary shape to suppress magnetic islan26

A series of PIES calculations is used to measure the resp
of the interior magnetic island widths to modifications
Fourier components specifying the boundary shape. For
purpose, a new diagnostic has been incorporated in PIES
the accurate measurement of small changes in the is

FIG. 11. Poincare plot for Configuration 383 at full current andb54.2%.

FIG. 12. Poincare plot for modified Configuration 383 at full current a
b54%.
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widths.27 A response matrix is constructed, and is used
determine a modified boundary. A PIES calculation eva
ates the effect.

This algorithm was applied to Configuration 383. Nin
resonant fields in the interior were targeted,n/m53/5, 9/16,
6/11, 9/17, 3/6, 9/19, 6/13, 9/20, and 3/7. The boundary F
rier components adjusted weren/m53/4, 3/5, . . . , 3/8, with
the largest Fourier amplitude adjustment about 4 mm. T
Poincare plot for the resulting configuration is shown in F
12. The width of the island at thei50.6 surface is substan
tially reduced. The relatively small perturbation of th
boundary relative to Configuration 383 is found to have lit
effect on the stability or quasiaxisymmetry properties of
configuration.

V. FURTHER ASSESSMENT OF TRANSPORT,
FLEXIBILITY, AND STARTUP

The work described in this paper has led us to an
proved reference configuration, Configuration 383. This s
tion describes further assessments of transport, flexibility
startup issues for Configuration 383.

A. Transport

As described in Sec. II, a model ambipolar potential w
used in assessing the relative neoclassical transport of ca
date configurations. Self-consistent ambipolar potent
have been incorporated in two methods that have been
veloped for providing an improved assessment of transp
One method uses a modified version of the GTC code28 to
calculate the ambipolar electric field via a low-noise tec
nique for calculating the particle fluxes from the toroid
variation ofpi1p' . The second method29 combines models
of the transport processes~helical neoclassical, toroidal neo
classical, anomalous! in a 1D transport solver~STP! to pre-
dict temperature profiles and confinement for an assum
density profile. It includes an axisymmetric beam-deposit
model and the Monte Carlo code calculated fast-ion los
Currently, the model for helical neoclassical transport u
the calculatedeeff and the Shaing–Houlberg full transpo
matrix.30 The models for toroidal neoclassical transport a
anomalous transport are from Chang–Hinton31 and
Lackner–Gottardi,32 respectively. STP calculates the amb
polar electric field, choosing the ion root if it is present. T
two methods have been benchmarked and predict the s
ambipolar electric field to within 5% and the same ion e
ergy flux within the Monte Carlo simulation uncertainty.

Plasma parameters have been projected by STP f
possible experiment usingR51.75 m, B51 T, and heating
power P55 MW. The minimum confinement required t
achieveb54% is 1.7 times the ISS-95 scaling prediction
an average density of 1.2831020 m23, the Sudo density
limit, resulting in a very collisional plasma. To obtainb
54% at a collisionalityn* 50.25 at the half-radius require
a density of 4.831019 m23 and 2.6 times the ISS-95 scalin
comparable to the best achieved on present-day stellara
but at a very different aspect ratio. The core transpor
dominated by the toroidal-neoclassical losses and the ca
lated helical-neoclassical transport is negligible. Since
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configuration is designed to have approximately the sa
drift orbits as a tokamak and the simulations pred
tokamak-like transport, it is reasonable to compare this c
finement to tokamak global scalings. If we use an effect
equivalent plasma current to evaluate the tokamak scal
the required confinement to achieveb54% andn* 50.25 is
about 1.1 times the ITER-89P prediction. For the same c
ditions, exceptB52 T, STP predicts central temperatures
4.8 keV,n* 50.04, andb51.7%. This condition should al
low access to plasmas with reactor-like collisionality. T
core transport is still dominated by the toroidal-neoclass
losses, and the global confinement is equivalent to 0.95 ti
ITER-89P.

B. Flexibility

The larger fraction of externally generated rotation
transform in configuration 383 relative to earlier NCSX d
signs suggests that variation of the associated coil curr
can provide greater flexibility to generate a range of confi
rations of interest for experimental study. This has been s
ied by using a free-boundary optimizer to control the c
currents in both saddle coil and modular coil designs
Configuration 383.~An earlier study examined fixed bound
ary flexibility for Configuration c82.33! Both coil designs in-
clude a set of poloidal field coils to control plasma positi
and average shape. The modular coil design has 7 coils
period and includes a weak toroidal solenoid to allow var
tion of the iota. The saddle coil design has 8 coils per per
and uses a toroidal solenoid to generate the toroidal field

For the flexibility studies, it is assumed that the curre
in each coil type can be independently controlled~preserving
stellarator symmetry!. For both types of coil sets, the exte
nally generatedi could be varied across the range from 0.2
0.6. The ripple magnitude was constrained to no more t
2.3 times the original optimized configuration, and t
plasma was constrained to remain within a design vacu
vessel. A similar study varied the magnetic shear down
approximately shearless at full plasma current. In th
cases, the quasisymmetry was degraded by up to a facto
6.5.

C. Startup

The evolution of the plasma current from vacuu
through an Ohmic current-ramp to equilibration with th
bootstrap current has been simulated using an assumed
perature evolution. By assuming early auxiliary heating
increase the temperature, as used in reversed-shear tok
experiments, broad current profiles were predicted wh
equilibrate with the bootstrap current in 0.5 s. The curr
evolution was approximated using an axisymmetric calcu
tion, representing the rotational transform from the coils a
constant imposed external current drive profile. The auxili
heating was assumed to not directly drive parallel curre
The calculated current profiles and pressure profiles w
used with the free-boundary optimizer to calculate the e
lution of coil-currents constraining the plasma shape to s
approximately fixed. Simulation of the evolution from
vacuum to b'3.2% with a candidate modular coil se
showed reasonable coil-current variations and that ki
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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modes were calculated to be stable throughout the evolu
In simulations of unidirectional neutral beam injection, t
beam driven current strongly changed the core rotatio
transform. For cotangential only injection, the central ro
tional transform rapidly goes above one, producing
tokamak-like shear profile which is unstable to neoclass
tearing modes. From these simulations, balanced co-
counterinjection will be required to obtain the optimized cu
rent profile. Variations away from balanced injection cou
provide a means to control the central magnetic shear.

VI. DISCUSSION

This paper has described the results of a series of stu
in which two strategies for improving the properties of qu
siaxisymmetric~QA! stellarator configurations have been e
plored. The paper has also described a set of calculat
assessing the equilibrium flux surfaces of candidate QA c
figurations.

One strategy described here for improving QA config
rations increases the externally generatedi and also targets
improved magnetic well properties. The interest in this w
initially motivated by a desire to improve the flexibility o
the experiment. It has been found that this approach lead
QA configurations of a type somewhat different from tho
explored previously, with some of the configurations of th
type having improved predicted properties relative to a p
vious NCSX reference configuration. The difference in t
configuration type manifests itself most visibly in a distin
difference of the cross-section shape for the widest cr
section. The isosurfaces of constant local shear have a
ferent structure. The increased iota on axis allows the ad
tion of a fully bootstrap-consistent current profile, with th
current density vanishing at the magnetic axis. The increa
shear provided by this current profile allows the externa
generated rotational transform profile to have much low
shear.

A range of configurations of this type have been studi
Relative to a previous NCSX reference configuration, th
configurations have been found to have improved neocla
cal confinement, simpler coils with lower current densi
and improved flux surface quality. The improvement
physics properties that can be obtained by increasing the
ternally generated transform in configurations of this ty
appears to be limited primarily by the increased coil curr
required at higher externally generatedi. An optimal design
will therefore depend on the size and magnetic field of
device to be constructed, and is likely to also be affected
advances in coil engineering. It is also influenced by
margin in coil current density reserved to provide flexibili
about the design point. For the NCSX device, the configu
tion denoted Configuration 383 was judged to be optima

The second strategy described for improving QA co
figurations takes advantage of the robust vertical stab
produced by the nonaxisymmetric fields to introduce str
ger axisymmetric components of shaping, and thereby r
the stability b limits. By this method, QA configuration
with stability b limits as high as 7% have been found. A
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configurations of this type that have been studied have b
found to suffer from substantial flux surface loss in the a
sence of neoclassical effects.

For a NCSX scale device, we have not found great b
efit from combining the two strategies described in this p
per, but there may be benefit to doing so in larger device
may be possible in this way to increase the stabilityb limits
and simultaneously obtain the advantages obtained at hi
externally generatedi and improved magnetic well. A limi-
tation on combining the strategies is imposed by the narr
ing of the minimum half-width, denotedwmin in Table I. The
value ofwmin decreases with increasing externally genera
transform, and also with increasing aspect ratio. The valu
wmin also decreases at fixed aspect ratio as the elongatio
increased. The minimum acceptable value ofwmin is set by
neutral penetration. For Configuration 383, it was judged t
an increase in elongation would makewmin unacceptably
small in anR51.7 m device.

The flux surface calculations described in this paper
not include the predicted beneficial effect of perturbed bo
strap currents in the islands, and they impose a fixed bou
ary at the plasma edge. The earlier reference Configura
C82 is found to lose a substantial fraction of the flux surfa
in the outer region asb is raised to 4%. A similar behavior is
found in the configurations produced by increasing the a
symmetric elongation. In contrast, Configuration 383
found to have much improved flux surfaces. Atb54.2%
~Fig. 11! it is calculated to have an island chain at thei
50.6 surface whose width is about 10% of the minor radi
and to also have other much smaller island chains. The t
width occupied by the islands is less than about 15% of
minor radius.

A relatively small modification of the Configuration 38
boundary is found sufficient to substantially reduce the wi
of the island at thei50.6 surface~Fig. 12!. This relatively
small perturbation of the boundary is found to have lit
effect on the stability or the quasiaxisymmetry properties
the configuration.

An initial assessment of the flexibility of saddle an
modular coils associated with Configuration 383 indica
that they are capable of exploring a range of externally g
eratedi and shear.

Experimental plasma parameters have been projected
Configuration 383 using a 1D transport solver that includ
models for the neoclassical and anomalous transport and
culates the ambipolar electric field. ForR51.75 m, B
51 T, and a heating power ofP55 MW, the minimum con-
finement required to achieveb54% is 1.7 times the ISS-95
scaling prediction. To obtainb54% at a collisionalityn*
50.25 at the half-radius requires 2.6 times the ISS-95 s
ing, comparable to the best achieved on present-day stel
tors but at a very different aspect ratio. Using an effect
equivalent plasma current to evaluate the tokamak scal
the required confinement to achieveb54% andn* 50.25 is
about 1.1 times the ITER-89P prediction. AtB52 T it
should be possible to access plasmas with reactor-like c
sionality.

The performance of anR51.7 m scale device designe
around Configuration 383 is predicted to be sufficie
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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to study the key physics issues associated with comp
quasiaxisymmetric stellarators, including disruption suppr
sion near theb limit in the presence of substantial bootstr
current, stabilization of ballooning modes in a stellarator
axisymmetric shaping, passive stabilization of external k
modes via 3D shaping, suppression of magnetic islands
neoclassical effects, and anomalous transport scaling, inc
ing the possibility of generating transport barriers throu
external control of the electric field.
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APPENDIX A: IMPROVEMENTS IN THE VMEC CODE

The exploration of a broad range of configurations w
greatly aided by major improvements in the VMEC~Ref. 11!
code. The VMEC code has been modified to improve
convergence of the inverse equilibrium equations for
Fourier components ofR, Z, and l ~the stream function!
near the magnetic axis. In previous versions of the co
where lambda is differenced radially on a mesh centered
tweenR, Z nodes, a type of numerical interchange instabil
has been observed in the neighborhood of the magnetic
This has prevented the temporal convergence of 3D solut
with large number of poloidal and toroidal modes~typically,
m,6 – 8 was the practical limitation!. It has also produced
convergence problems at lowi. The new differencing
scheme computes the stream function on the same meshR
andZ ~although the output values ofl continue to be on the
half-grid for backwards compatibility!, which leads to nu-
merical stabilization of the origin interchange. This allow
computation of convergent solutions with substantia
higher ~VMEC! mode numbers (m,20), corresponding to
much finer spatial resolution and significantly improv
force balance in the final equilibrium state. It also allows t
calculation of equilibria with loweri. The output from
VMEC is also used to solve the radial force magnetic diff
ential equation forBs , permitting an accurate assessment
the parallel current, as a function of poloidal mode numb
to be performed. Studies of the Hamada condition near
order rational surfaces and comparison with the PIES c
are presently underway.

APPENDIX B: IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PIES CODE

The PIES calculations described in this paper were ai
by modifications to the code that increased its speed by a
an order of magnitude, allowing routine application of t
code to evaluate flux surfaces in candidate configuratio
The speed of the code was improved by modifications to
an improved method for PIES initialization with a VME
solution, to convert to a spline representation for field li
following, and to store matrix inverses.
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The PIES code is considerably slowed relative to VME
by the more time-consuming algorithm needed to handl
general representation for the magnetic field, and time
saved by initializing PIES using a converged VMEC so
tion. For this purpose, the under-relaxation scheme in P
has been modified to provide an improved coupling
VMEC. This involves blending with the VMEC field in the
first PIES iteration. The previous under-relaxation sche
blended the currents rather than the fields. The und
relaxation was skipped in the first PIES iteration, allowing
large step from the VMEC field, and slowing ultimate co
vergence.

The PIES code follows magnetic field lines as a prelim
nary step to solving the magnetic differential equation de
mining the Pfirsch–Schlueter current. Conversion from
Fourier representation to a spline representation of the fi
has speeded up the code by about a factor of 2.

In each iteration of the PIES code, a discretized A
pere’s Law is solved by the inversion of a block-tridiagon
matrix. The elements of the blocks are determined by me
elements of a ‘‘background coordinate system’’ that does
change from one iteration to the next, allowing time to
saved by storing the inverses of the blocks. For high reso
tion calculations, this changes the scaling of the code C
time from m3n3k to m2n2k, wherem andn are the number
of poloidal and toroidal modes retained, andk is the number
of radial grid surfaces.
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